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Abstract 
The College of Optometry created an unprecedented clinical facility in 1994. It was unprecedented in the 
world because the intent was to integrate optometric and ophthalmologic care for the treatment of 
pediatric vision disorders. One of the stated goals of the Pediatric and Strabismus Referral Center (PSRC) 
at Pacific University is to develop and publish criteria for optimal management of pediatric and adult 
strabismus. In an effort to realize this goal, a database has been created using FileMaker Pro 4.0® so that 
existing and future patient data can be recorded and analyzed. Eight specific categories including: Patient 
Information, Visit History, Personal History, Family History, Case History, Exam Results, Diagnosis, and 
Treatment are linked together in a user-friendly interface so that patient data can be entered, organized 
and retrieved efficiently, yet allow flexibility to execute various queries and statistical analysis. Information 
pages were created to guide the user through the database and address any anticipated issues. Existing 
patient hardcopy records have been entered into the database so that outcome analysis may be initiated. 
This database will be incorporated into PSRC as a primary tool for patient management. 
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By 
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Abstract 
The College of Optometry created an unprecedented clinical facility in 1994. It 
was unprecedented in the world because the intent was to integrate optometric and 
ophthalmologic care for the treatment of pediatric vision disorders. One of the stated 
goals of the Pediatric and Strabismus Referral Center (PSRC) at Pacific University is to 
develop and publish criteria for optimal management of pediatric and adult strabismus. 
In an effort to realize this goal, a database has been created using FileMaker Pro 4.0® so 
that existing and future patient data can be recorded and analyzed. Eight specific 
categories including: Patient Information, Visit History, Personal History, Family 
History, Case History, Exam Results, Diagnosis, and Treatment are linked together in a 
user-friendly interface so that patient data can be entered, organized and retrieved 
efficiently, yet allow flexibility to execute various queries and statistical analysis. 
Information pages were created to guide the user through the database and address any 
anticipated issues. Existing patient hardcopy records have been entered into the database 
so that outcome analysis may be initiated. This database will be incorporated into PSRC 
as a primary tool for patient management. 
Introduction and Rationale 
In 1994, the College of Optometry created the Pediatric and Strabismus Referral 
Center (PSRC). PSRC receives referrals from both optometric and ophthalmologic 
practitioners. It is the first center in the world that offers patients integrated vision care 
that delivers the best treatments that both optometry and ophthalmology have to offer. 
The stated goals of the Pediatric Strabismus Referral Center are the following: 
1. Maximize patient benefit by providing full-scope vision care services. 
2. Provide co-management services to practitioners related to pediatric vision problems 
and strabismus in children and adults. 
3. Educate optometry interns and practitioners regarding current practice standards in 
strabismus and pediatric vision care. 
4. Develop and publish criteria for optimal treatment and management of pediatric and 
adult strabismus. 
The first three of these goals are being achieved. In order to address the fourth goal, a 
retrospective study of the patients treated is needed to assess the success rates of PSRC 
treatments. This thesis project was to create a database capable of managing and fully 
integrating patient data to be used as a permanent resource for PSRC. The challenge 
presented was to design a database flexible enough to execute numerous queries allowing 
patient data to be sorted and compiled into subgroups for specific analytical purposes, yet 
keep it user-friendly enough to be incorporated into PSRC as a primary patient 
management tool. 
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Database Design 
The PSRC database was created using FileMaker Pro 4.0® by Claris Corporation. 
This software was chosen because it is a relational database program capable of inter-
relating data files that have one or more key fields in common. A relational database is 
imperative because it provides enough power and flexibility needed for large record 
keeping projects which have complex requirements. FileMaker Pro 4.0® is one of the 
most comprehensive resources of its kind combining a straightforward interface with 
extensive help files for the new user. 
System requirements for running the software include a Macintosh or PC 
computer running Windows 3.1, 95,98 or NT; 8MB RAM; and a CD-ROM drive. While 
FileMaker originated as a Macintosh based program, it is now cross-platform and any 
typical task (such as entering and editing data, creating and deleting records, and sorting 
or issuing find requests) can be performed on either a Mac or PC platform. Macintosh 
users can directly share databases with users of the Windows version, but layouts may 
differ, especially in terms of fonts, graphics and colors. Files can be imported and 
exported to and from other applications such as spreadsheets and other databases, as well. 
A variety of popular import and export file formats are supported. For more detail on 
compatibility issues, consult FileMaker's comprehensive Help menu. 
The PSRC database is dynamic in nature and will continue to grow. Due to the 
projected size of the database, it is recommended that hardware capabilities and processor 
speed/memory be capable of efficiently running such a large database. An adequate 
system for this database should possess a minimum of 16MB RAM with expansion 
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capabilities as necessary. The layouts were designed to be viewed with a 1024X768-
pixel resolution setting on the monitor. If the resolution is set lower, the layouts will be 
too large to view without scrolling. Layout screen size may be manipulated within the 
program, however, if the correct pixel resolution is not used the graphics will be difficult 
to read when minimized. 
In order to be able to utilize the database, the user will need to learn how to use 
the FileMaker program. A general knowledge including how to open and close the 
program, navigate through fields and windows and, most importantly, how to access 
FileMaker's built-in help files is necessary. There are also many publications available 
for purchase that may provide guidance and tips. During the process of constructing this 
database and entering data, we referenced FileMaker Pro 4.0 Bible by Steven A. 
Schwartz and found it very helpful. Within the database, information pages have been 
created which can be accessed at any time while using the program by clicking the Info 
button with the question mark at the top left of the screen. It is highly recommended that 
the first time user read through all of the information pages for each of the eight 
categories prior to attempting to use the database. These information pages provide a 
general explanation of the data page as well as specific instructions on navigation and any 
problems that may be encountered. 
The database must be opened from within the FileMaker program. There are 
eight separate databases that comprise the PSRC database: Patient Information, Visits 
(AKA Visit History), Personal History, Family History, Case History, Exam Results, 
Diagnosis, and Treatment. From this point on, the eight sub-databases will be referred to 
as files. Opening the file entitled Patient Information will open all the sub-databases 
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allowing the user to begin at the main menu. Upon attempting to open any of the PSRC 
database files, the user is prompted to enter a password. This password grants basic 
navigational and data entering privileges but it does not allow the user to manipulate or 
change the structure of the database. A different password, reserved for the creators of 
the database only, grants full access privileges. 
As mentioned, there are eight files which are linked together by the Patient ID # 
created after data is entered into the Patient Information file. This ID # consists of the 
first three letters of the patient's last name, the first two letters of the patient's first name, 
the middle initial (if given), the year of birth (four digits) and the month of birth. For 
example, John J. Smith born July 4, 1999 would have the ID #of: SMIJOJ1999-4. If 
any of the parts which comprise the ID# are missing (i.e. No middle initial), the ID# will 
automatically be shortened to reflect that. 
Printouts of all the individual Information pages, Screen captures, and 
Quickviews for each of the files are included in the Appendices. The general purpose 
and rationale of each of the files are as follows: 
PATIENT INFORMATION: This page is designed for basic patient information 
including the referring doctor's name and address. The information on this page is 
required in order to generate the patient ID #. 
VISIT HISTORY (AKA VISITS): This is the hub of the database. Each date that the 
patient visited PSRC will be listed here in chronological order. As the patient data are 
entered, it will show as an "X" under the appropriate file heading. If no information 
exists for the file, a "-" will appear underneath the file heading. Data for any specific 
date can be viewed by highlighting the desired date and clicking on the gray tab of your 
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choice at the top of the page. A Visit ID # is created whenever a visit date is recorded for 
a patient. This ID # remains invisible to the user, but links together all of the files 
specific to that patient's visit date. 
PERSONAL HISTORY: This page is designed to provide an overview of the patient's 
conditions both ocular and systemic. The pull-down lists can be edited to include other 
conditions not listed. 
FAMILY HISTORY: Data entered on this page will be valuable for statistical analysis 
regarding etiology of certain conditions and possible genetic predisposition. 
CASE HISTORY: Recorded on this page is patient symptoms, current Rx and prior 
treatments received by the patient. Prior treatments received will allow outcomes 
analysis to be performed for different treatment strategies. 
EXAM RESULTS: This file consists of three screens and is where the exam data are 
entered. In order to obtain these data, interpretation of the chart notes is necessary. 
Legibility of chart notes is sometimes limited and this information is vital to performing 
sorts. Therefore, a standardized method of recording results should be created, and 
clinicians should be encouraged to practice good penmanship. 
DIAGNOSIS: This one-page file provides a concise diagnosis summary for each patient. 
The diagnoses will change for some patients throughout their treatment at PSRC and each 
change should be noted for progress evaluation. 
TREATMENT: All treatments and therapy received by a patient will be entered into this 
three-page file. Included here is a place to record prescription information, visual therapy 
and training activities, and surgical procedures. Vision therapy duration is to be recorded 
upon release of the patient from PSRC for use in retrospective analyses. 
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Every effort has been made to create a user-friendly database. The flow of data 
entry for a new patient should follow the file order as listed above. In addition, buttons 
have been created as short cuts for performing routine tasks such as finds. Navigating 
between files should be done using the gray tabbed labels at the top of the screen. In 
addition, data can be viewed in a concise manner by clicking on the Quickview button at 
the top. From the Quickview screen, data can be printed without the graphics of the 
database. 
Most of the time while working with the database the user will be in Browse 
mode. This mode allows general viewing and data entry. There is an index card icon at 
the top left which allows the user to navigate through data files. Find mode is for 
locating specific records or performing data sorts. When in Find mode, search criteria 
can be defined by entering values in one or more fields depending on the specificity of 
the search. Searches are performed on the contents of every record in the database. 
There are many tools available to manipulate find requests. After the search is 
performed, the user is returned to Browse mode and can review the records in the found 
set. 
FileMaker automatically saves data and changes to data as they are entered. 
When the user is through working with the database, returning to the Patient Information 
file and choosing Close or Exit from the File menu can close it. This will close all eight 
of the files at once. Backups of all eight of the files should be performed regularly! 
Choosing Save a Copy As from the File menu does this. This allows an exact duplicate 
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of the database to be copied or just the database templates (with no records). Be sure to 
FIND ALL records before backing up the files or an incomplete data backup may result. 
A backup of all patient records should be made prior to importing or exporting 
files. Only users with the creator password are allowed importing/exporting privileges. 
To import/export, choose hnport!Export from the FILE menu. After opening the file that 
contains the data to be transferred, another window will appear. When importing, the 
window will read: 'Import Field Mapping'. At the top right hand comer, where it reads 
'View By:' select 'Matching Names'. This step is imperative in order for all new data to 
be transferred into the appropriate fields. After choosing 'hnport' at the lower right, 
another window will appear. Be sure that the 'Perform auto-enter options while 
importing' box is checked so that all data match. Finally, click OK and FileMaker will 
begin the import. When exporting, the window titled 'Specify field order for export' will 
appear. Click on 'Move All' so that all the fields are properly transferred. Also, be sure 
that the 'Format output using current layout' button is checked at the lower left comer. 
Initiate the transfer by clicking 'Export'. 
Again, the information here is intended to provide a brief overview of some of 
FileMaker' s most basic features. For more detailed information refer to the FileMaker 
Help files. 
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Discussion 
In addition to creating the database, eighty-eight current PSRC patient charts were 
entered in order to provide a foundation for learning how to execute queries as well as 
becoming familiar with the entire process. At the time that data entry began, 
approximately one-hundred-and-fifty patient files existed. There are enough data entered 
at this time to begin compiling basic statistical data and designing reports. Since PSRC 
continues to see new patients and current patients are returning for further treatment, a 
method of tracking both is needed in order to be able to keep the database current. In 
order to manage this, the PSRC database should be implemented on a full-time basis at 
the clinical facility as soon as possible. The time required for patient data entry varies 
considerably based upon the number and type of visits made to PSR~. The most difficult 
aspect of data entry is learning how to interpret the raw exam data and record it 
appropriately into the database. If the primary user(s) of the database are not optometry 
professionals trained in recognizing and interpreting exam data, they will have to learn 
this skill. Once implemented on a permanent basis, the time involved in updating and 
maintaining the database will be more manageable. 
The patient data records that have been input to date will need to be updated as 
revisions have been made to the database since data entry began. For example, a sub-
section of the CASE HISTORY file was created in order to record any prior treatments 
the patient may have received before being referred to PSRC. These data were not 
entered due to time constraints and the fact that the modification was made after data 
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entry ended. Also, as previously mentioned patients that have returned to PSRC since 
data entry began will need to have their records updated in the database. 
Another recommendation for management of the database IS to devise a 
standardized system for interpreting and entering data so that all the patient records 
remain consistent despite being input by different users. It is assumed that more than one 
person will be inputting patient data. Perhaps each user could be assigned a User ID# so 
that all data entered by that particular ID# can be monitored for accuracy and 
consistency. 
The PSRC database will continue to grow. The hardware used to manage and run 
the database must be capable of handling large amounts of data and still perform at a 
reasonable speed. A Macintosh G3 or a PC 366 MHz processor or above is 
recommended. At least 16MB RAM with expansion capabilities is also necessary. A 
ZIP drive and two or more ZIP discs are needed to be able to backup and store the 
database in its entirety. Other general recommendations are for the primary users to learn 
FileMaker Pro 4.0, including the program's capabilities and limitations. As previously 
mentioned, it is advised that a resource such as FileMaker Pro 4.0 Bible by Steven A. 
Schwartz be purchased (it is well worth it). 
Throughout this thesis project, we have overcome many unforeseen obstacles. 
Over 300 hours went into the design, editing, testing and data entering portions of this 
project, many more hours than expected. One of the greatest challenges we faced was 
due to an inadequate computer system to handle such a large database at the PSRC. 
Because of this, our personal computers had to be used for designing the database and 
entering patient records. All of the eighty-eight patient records that were entered had to 
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be photocopied at PSRC to allow for data entry on a personal computer. Database 
updates had to be transferred back and forth between our personal computers and the 
PSRC computer numerous times. Throughout the project, some of the hardware was 
updated and can now run the database adequately. This project was awarded a grant from 
Beta Sigma Kappa for hardware. It is suggested that the grant money go towards the 
purchase of a ZIP drive and at least two ZIP discs to store the database. 
Another challenge was interpreting the existing patient records. Not only was it 
difficult to decipher some of the handwriting, but there were often inconsistencies within 
patient records. This situation can be difficult to control due to the fact that PSRC is a 
teaching clinic through which many different student interns rotate. In light of this 
inevitability, it is highly recommended that a standard exam form be used to gather 
patient data such as the Quickview from the EXAM RESULTS file. This would 
drastically reduce the time required for data interpretation as well as allow users who are 
not familiar with optometry procedures and notations to enter data. 
As previously mentioned, there are enough patient data records entered into the 
PSRC database to begin to run basic sorts and analysis. As the PSRC database is brought 
up-to-date, by updating the existing patient data records and inputting all other PSRC 
patient data, report templates can begin to be designed. There exist three buttons at the 
top of the program screen, which are intended as links to report layout screens. It is 
suggested that a computer consultant or someone else very familiar with the FileMaker 
program, its capabilities and limitations, be employed to create these templates and 
perform any other modifications necessary. 
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When the report templates have been designed and outcome analysis is generated, 
there are many possibilities for the future of the PSRC database. Perhaps links can be 
created to other vision care professionals around the world in order to create a larger pool 
of patients. Also, PSRC patients can continue to be monitored after they are returned to 
the referring doctor and their follow-up care incorporated into the database for research 
purposes. 
The PSRC database resides at the Pediatric and Strabismus Referral Center. To 
be authorized to use the database, please contact Dr. Bradley Coffey. 
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Appendices 
The order of the appendices is as follows: 
Main Menu screen capture 
Info. page for the Patient Information 
Patient Information screen capture 
Quickview of Patient Information 
Visit History Info. page 
Visit History screen capture 
Quickview of Visit History 
Create New Visit Record Info. page 
Create New Visit Record screen capture 
Personal History Info. page 
Personal History screen capture 
Quickview for Personal History 
Family History Info. page 
Family History screen capture 
Quickview for Family History 
Case History Info. page 
Case History screen capture 
Quickview for case History 
Exam Results Info. pages 1-3 
Exam Results screen captures 1-3 
Quickview for Exam Results 
Diagnosis Info. page 
Diagnosis screen capture 
Quickview for Diagnosis 
Treatment Info. pages 1-3 
Treatment screen captures 1-3 
Quickview for Treatment 
Instructions for the PSRC Database 
Pacific University 
Strabismus Referral Center 
Database 
Main Menu 
-·------
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Created by 
Mary McMains 
HELLO I 
Welcome to the PSRC database. These information pages are available for each of the database windows and can be 
viewed at any time by clicking on the INFO button at the top left comer of the window. The infonnation included within these 
pages is designed to provide specific instructions on how to navigate through the PSRC database and is not designed to 
provide basic infonnation on how to use FileMaker Pro 4.0. Please consult the program's help files for that infonnation. These 
information pages have been designed to troubleshoot any foreseen issues that may arise while entering patient data. Some 
direction is given regarding the nature of the data to be entered in certain fields; however, it is anticipated that there may be 
problemsfiSSues/questions which arise that are not addressed within these pages. In that event, we request that you write them 
down and submit them to Dr. Coffey and every effort will be made to address them. Thank you-Mary McMains & Tricia Hazell. 
PAnENT INFORMATION: At the main menu you can select either NEW PATIENT or EXISTING PATIENT. If you choose new 
patient, you automatically end up at the PATIENT INFORMATION screen. If EXISTING PATIENT is selected, you will be prompted 
to enter all or a portion of the patients name in order to find the record. This screen is pretty straightforward. The information 
entered on here will be used to generate a unique patient 10 number which consists of the first three letters of the patient's last 
name, the first two letters of the first name, the middle initial, year of birth (four digits) and month of birth (1 or 2 digits). All visits 
for any one patient are linked together by this 10#. After filling out this screen, you must click on the red box at the lower right 
labled CUCK HERE TO CONTINUE. 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Find 
All 
Visit History Personal History 
·~ _ ------ -1r--~-- --· · 
t _n_n u 
':/ 
Find 
Mode 
Cancel 
New 
Family History 
Click Here · 
to Continue 
Name 
Name 
Parent/Guardian 
Address 
City, State Zip 
Home Phone 
Work Phone 
Social Security # 
Date Of Birth 
Age 
Gender 
Referring Doctor 
Title 
Office Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Phone 
Fax 
Email Address 
008 SS# patjent 10 
Patient Information 
Last Modified 
VI$IT HISTORY: This page is the hub of the database. If you ever get lost or can't get into the file you want, go to VISIT HISTORY. 
WARNING; Be very careful with the DELETE RECORD button here. Clicking on it will delete ALL records associated with that patient 
for the date highlighted. The purpose of this screen is to display a chronological record of a patient 's visits to PSRC. If you wish to 
create a visit record for a new or existing patient, you must select CREATE A NEW VISIT RECORD at the lower left corner. You will 
then be asked if you want today's date automatically entered. Whether you click YES or NO, you will be sent to a different screen. 
Enter the month-day-year of the visit and click CONTINUE on the left side of the screen. Do not click CANCEL. If you do by accident. 
dick on the CANCEL NEW button at the very top right of the page and try again. You will then be sent back to the VISIT HISTORY 
page and the date of visit will appear in the portal. There is a specific sequence you must follow when first entering a new patient into 
the database. It is: 1) PATIENT INFORMATION 2) VISIT HISTORY (create a new visit record) 3) PERSONAL HISTORY 4) FAMILY 
HISTORY 5) CASE HISTORY 6} EXAM RESULTS 7) DIAGNOSIS 8) TREATMENT. Any deviations from this will result in a blank 
record. If this occurs, you must go locate that specific record and click DELETE RECORD at the top of the page. WARNING: You must 
be on the screen you wish to delete. If you press DELETE RECORD white on the PATIENT INFORMATION screen, ALL RECORDS 
associated with that patient will be deleted. To continue creating a patient record, use the grey tabs at the top. If you want to access or 
add to an existing patient's visit history, highlight the date you want and click on the grey tab of the file you wish to access. You will 
notice that as files are created they are recorded as YES or NO under the appropriate file name. 
~ 
Date of Visit 
New Delete Quick Find 
All Record Record View 
Exam Results 
Visit History Personal History 
Visit Records at a Glance 
Case 
History 
Exam 
Results 
~ 
L:.::::::J 
Find 
Mode 
Diagnosis 
Treatment 
Family History 
Treatment 
I• 1---------------------------------!,.-E=================~ I I 
[]~ Does Personal & Family History exist for this patient? Personal : D Family: D IJ 
· · · :r: n:Fr:f:f:r :r:~:r: r:Fr:r~-: - :-r:r :?=rr:r:n=r=rFr :r:r : r:r:r : r:;~:;:r :r:f:f: r:r :Fr:r : r :r:r : r: r:r:r:r:r:r : r: r :r : r:Fr:r :f:r : Fr : r : r :r:r:r:;:r:r: r : r:;:r~ :r:r : r:r:r:r:r:f:f:;:;:r:;:~q:; :; :;:r:f:r:r:r :FFr :r:r:r : r : r:Fr:r :r:r:r:r:Fj:j :Fr:r:r:r:F;:; :;: r :r : r: r : r: r: F;:j: r:r:;:r:r:Fr:; : r : r:r: Fr: Fr :r =Fu · · 
,.. 
To continue, you must either create a NEW visit record or select one already listed. 
Click below to create a new visit record I To select a date~ click on its row! then click 
for this patient. on the desired gray tab above to: 
F1~~ _ . . 1, View the record in the selected file. :::::: j:j~: Create a New VISit Record ' j aQR~ b :i: tl~t - 2. Create a new record in that file. ~Ut hl~l~1~Es~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~ ~ 1~i~ii~~Ei~i~i~~~E~~~~ ~~~ Ii~ii1 ~t~i~i~i~ i~~~~~~~~EE1 ~i~~I~~~Ii~iii~ i ~i~i~i~i~i~i~~~~~i~1~Ei~~I~ ~ni~~~~i:u~i~i~ i~i~1~ i~i ~~i~i~i~i ~~}d~1~l~)~i ~~Ii ~n~i~iTi~i~!~i ~ 1 ~i~i~i~ i~ ~Ii~n~it~~~~ ~ ~:i~~1IiTi~~ ~ ~iii~ 1~1 ~ ~~1 ~Ef1~1~1~U~!~1~1~1~1~J~l~l~l~UJ!ml 
Visit ID 
Patient ID 
Date of Visit 
Full Name 
DOS 
Social Security # 
casehxexists 
examresultsexists 
diagnosisexists 
treatmentexists 
personalhxexists 
familyhxexists 
CREATING NEW VISIT RECORD: This is the page you are sent to each time you create a new visit record. 
Before being sent to this page, you will be asked if you would like today's date automatically enterd in or 
not. If you select YES, the current date will appear in the box in the middle. If you choose NO, then you 
must enter the date for which you would like to create a record. Accepted formats for dates are: 
month-day-year or month/day/year. When you have entered the date you wish, click CONTINUE on the 
left side bar. Avoid clicking CANCEL. If you do, you will be stuck and you must click on CANCEL NEW 
at the top right corner of the screen and repeat the process from the VISIT HISTORY page. When you 
click CONTINUE you will be returned to the VISIT HISTORY page and be able to continue entering patient 
data. PERSONAL HISTORY is the next step in the new patient data entry sequence. 
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• PERSONAL HISTORY: The information for this screen can be found in the Patient Registration Form and on the actual exam 
fom1 within the Case History portion. Some of the fields here are fill-in, some are radio buttons and others require that you choose 
frOm a puH:.down menu list. A helpful short-cut is to use the TAB key on your keypad to move from one field to the next 
Four fields are provided for Refractive Condition, Systemic Disease and Ocular Disease, each with their own pull-down menus, 
in order to record multiple conditions. Within each pull-down menu you may choose "other'' to type in a different condition 
or response or A edit" to permanently add to the options. The question: "Do you know your family medical and ocular history? .. 
is intended for patients who may have been adopted or do not know their famtly history when asked. 
After entering the data on this screen, click on the grey FAMILY HISTORY tab at the top to proceed. 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Find 
All 
~ 
L::d 
Find 
Mode 
Age at first eye exam? I I yrs old Allergies to any medications ..-=-- --=--....... (including eyedrops)? IO Yes 0 No I 
:;:;:;:~HOw long have you worn an Rx? ] liD yrs. D mos. l 
Htl :t:~~:n:~ Have you ever had eye surgery? 10 Yes 0 No 1 
What for? I I 
Which ones? I 
:=1 = = = 
I 
1 
If yes, when manifested?! Jdate 
to-;.;.;.;.; .; . ;.;.;~ Strabismus IO Yes 0 No II %time noticed/day ! I Which eye? JD OD 0 OS 0 ou j 
Amblyopia lOVes 0No lllfyes.whenmanifested?J Jdate Whicheye?poo -OOS 00-UJ 
Trauma [0 Yes 0 No I If yesl how long ago·c=--J date Which eye? ID OD 0 OS 0 ou J 
Refractive Condition I I, I -- :J. f- 1.1 I 
Systemic Disease I I, l 1.1 I, I I 
Ocular Disease I I, I 1.1 J.l _ J 
Do you know your family medi<:al and ocular history? 10 Yes 0 No 
Name 
Age at First Exam 
How long has an Rx been worn? 
Ever had eye surgery? 
What for? 
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Trauma-
Refractive Conditions -
Systemic Diseases -
Is Family History known? 
DOB SS# Patient ID 
Patient History 
yrs. old 
Allergies to Medications? 
Which ones? 
When? 
When observed? 
Which eye? 
When? 
Which eye? 
When? 
Which eye? 
Ocular Diseases -
last Modified 
FAMILY HISTORY: Information given by the patient on the intake forms as well as during the case history 
sections of the exam form should be entered on this page. Only immediate family is considered here. 
The screen layout contains radio buttons for YES or NO answers as well as several pull-down menus 
from which you can record refractive conditions, systemic diseases and ocular diseases. The menus 
may be edited and/or added to as needed. If OTHER is chosen from the pull-down menu, you will be 
prompted to enter text which will appear, as written in that particular field in the database. If you 
chOOSe EDIT, you may permanently add an alternative choice to that pull-down menu. 
Please try to be as complete as possible. 
When finjshed with this page, you must click on the grey tab at the top labeled VISIT HISTORY to return 
to the hub of the patient's record. At this point, click on the grey tab labeled CASE HISTORY to 
proceed with entering data for the patient. 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Find 
All 
~ 
LLJ 
Find 
Mode 
REFRACTIVE CONDITION SYSTEMIC DISEASE OCULAR DISEASE 
I II II II II 11 I 
I II II _ _ __II__ _ __n] I II I 
REFRACTIVE CONDITION SYSTEMIC DISEASE OCULAR DISEASE 
I II II II II II I 
I II _ _ II II II II _ I 
~a me 
Mother 
-tistory Known?-
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Maternal Grandmother 
History Known?-
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
DOB SS# 
Family History 
Father 
History Known? -
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Maternal Grandfather 
History Known?-
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Sisters 
History Known? -
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Svstemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Paternal Grandmother 
History Known?-
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Patient ID 
Brothers 
History Known? -
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
Paternal Grandfather 
History Known? -
Strabismus -
Amblyopia-
Refractive Condition 
Systemic Disease 
Ocular Disase 
CASE HISTORY: This screen is a one-page summary of the patient intake form. Information is provided 
regarding the last eye exam (in years) and whether or not the patient currently wears a prescription. 
Any symptoms that the patient is experiencing should be indicated by checking the appropriate radio 
button(s). At the right, there is a place to enter the habitual Rx. Indicate how old the Rx is in addition to 
how the Rx is utilized. There is also room to record a second habitual Rx if needed. 
To proceed forward to EXAM RESULTS, click on the grey tab at the top labeled EXAM RESULTS. 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
When was your last eye exam? (- lyr(s) 
Find 
All 
~ [i,d 
Find 
Mode 
Habitual R.x #1 
Currently wearing glasses? ]0 Yes.- QNo I 
Currently wearing contacts? ]O Yes 0 No I 
sph cyl axis prism I prism dir I add 
Experiencing any symptoms? ]0 Yes 0 No] 
Symptoms 
OY Blur 
OY Diplopia 
0 Y Photophobia 
OY Ptosis 
0 Y Eye pain/strain 
0 Y Headaches 
OY Redness 
0 Y Swelling/lumps 
0 Y Crusts/Flakes 
0 Y Discharge 
0 Y Itching/burning 
0 Y Excessive rubbing/blinking 
0 Y Head tipping/tilting/turning 
How old is this Rx? I ~r(s} 
~==:........:..._-----.. 
How is it utilized? I I 
Habitual Rx #2 
sph cyl axis prism I prism dir add 
How old is this Rx? I ~r(s ~ :====~-----.. 
How is it utilized? I I 
Name 008 SS# 
Case History 
Date of Visit -
Last eye exam? yr(s) 
Are spectacles currently worn? 
Are contacts currently worn? 
OD 
OS 
Habitual Rx #1 
sph cyl 
How is it utilized? 
axis 
How old is this Rx? yr(s) 
OD 
OS 
Habitual Rx #2 
sph cyl axis 
How is it utilized? 
How old is this Rx? yr(s) 
prism prism dir add 
prism prism dir add 
Symptoms 
Blur 
Diplopia 
Photophobia 
Ptosis 
Eye pain/strain 
Headaches 
Excessive rubbing/blinking 
Head tipping/tilting/turning 
Redness 
Swelling/lumps 
Crusts/Flakes 
Discharge 
Itching/burning 
Patient ID 
Last Modified 
EXAM RESULTS: The Exam Results file consists of three pages. This first page is where the distance 
and near deviations are recorded along with some other similar information. All of the information 
called for on this page should be found on the exam form. Some interpretation of the raw 
data may be required in order to complete some of the fields. For example, if the POTS (percentage 
of time strabismic) is not given and the patienfs deviation is not marked as intermittent, you can 
assume that the value for this field is 100. 
When through entering data for this page, you can move to the second Exam Results page by 
clicking on the red bar that says NEXT => at the bottom right corner. 
EXAM RESULTS page 2: The second page of the Exam Results file is where information about comitancy, 
fixation, habitual fusion and potential fusion is recorded. All of this information can be found on the 
exam form, however; some interpretation may be necessary. The star-shaped muscle diagrams 
correspond to the eye movement diagrams on the exam forms. The value recorded in plus (over-
action) or minus (under-action) is selected from the pull-down menu next to the appropriate 
muscle. Habitual and potential fusion data are recorded as written on the exam forms. All visual 
acuity measurements must be recorded as whole numbers without pluses or minuses. 
Once finished with this page, proceed to Exam Results page 3 by clicking on the red bar at the 
bottom right comer of the page labeled NEXT=>. A bar labled <= LAST will return you to the first 
Exam Results page if you need to edit or enter that data. 
EXAM RESULTS page 3: This is the page where the spectacle prescription as well as manifest and 
cycloplegic refraction data along with respective visual acuities are recorded. When recording the 
prescription data, you must include the sign (+/-). Remember to record visual acuities in whole 
numbers without pluses or minuses. Also, if a habitual Rx was entered into the Case History file it 
will be automatically transferred to Habitual Rx here. To revert back to the second or first Exam 
Results page, click on the red <=LAST bar at the lower left comer of the screen. To continue 
forward to the DIAGNOSIS file, click on the grey tab labeled DIAGNOSIS at the top. 
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New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Find 
All 
Find 
Mode 
Normally deviating eye 0 OD 0 OS 
Horizontal CJ pd I I 
Vertical I I pd I I 
Amount 0 01 I pd OS[-~ pd 
DHD 0 Y 0 N Amount ool I pd osl I pd 
DTD 0 Y 0 N AmountODI lpd OSj ldeg 
Recovery After Dissociation I J PAT Fusion 0 Y 0 N Base Out Ranges L---1 I I Jt I I pd 
Control I I PAT Amount HorCJ Base In Ranges 
%Time Strabismus I I Vert ! I L---1 ' l l' I I pd 
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Normally deviating eye 0 00 0 OS 
Horizontal l I pd I I Accommodative Posture OD(Both Eyes Open) I J D [ · - J 
Vertical I I pd I I 
Recovery After Dissociation ~-- I Base Out Ranges 
L---l 'I I' I I pd 
Control I I 
% Time Strabismus I I 
Base In Ranges I jlj 11 I I pd 
Delete Quick 
Record View 
Find 
All 
..: .. ,.. .. 
Find 
Mode 
OD 
OS 
ou 
00 
OS 
au 
00 
OS 
Far Near 
20/ 20/ 
20/ 20/ 
201 20/ 
BestVA's 
Far Near 
20/ 201 
201 20/ 
20/ 20/ 
--
VA's Cyclopleged 
Far Near 
20/ 20/ 
20/ 20/ 
201 20/ 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
0 Comitant D Noncomitant 
Find 
All 
17'1 ~ 
Find 
Mode 
Horizontal 0 Y 0 N Y = >10 
Vertical OY 0 N Y= > s 
Pattern I __ _.1¢ ~ ~ ~~ 
0LR * MR O 0MR * LRO 
HABITUAL FUSION 
Simultaneous Perception 0 Y 0 N 
Flat Fusion 0 Y 0 N 
Stereopsis 0 Y 0 N 
Suppression 0 Y 0 N 
Anomalous 0 y 0 N Correspondence 
Tests 1 
Method 1-- I 
Method I I 
AmtHorCJ" 
Amt Vert 
Diplopia D None 0 Intermittent 0 Constant 
POTENTIAL FUSION 
Simultaneous Perception 0 Y 0 N 
Flat Fusion 0 Y 0 N 
Stereopsis 0 Y 0 N 
Suppression 0 Y 0 N 
Anomalous 0 0 Correspondence Y N 
Tests 1 
Method I I 
Method I I 
.. Amt Hor 
!=~ Amt Vert 1 ... 
Diplopia 0 None 0 Intermittent 0Constant 
Tests 2 
I I 
I I 
.. 
Tests 2 Far Near 
l 1 20/ 20/ 
20/ 20/ 
20/ 20/ 
-
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Distance Deviation 
Normally Deviating Eye 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
% Time Strabismus 
pd 
pd 
Control 
Recovery After Dissociation 
Near Deviation 
Normally Deviating Eye 
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Vertical 
% Time Strabismus 
pd 
pd 
Control 
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Comitancy 
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Habitual Fusion 
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Perception 
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Fusion Potential 
Simultaneous 
Perception 
Flat Fusion 
Stereopsis 
Manifest 
Refraction sph 
Cycloplegic 
Refraction 
OD 
OS 
00 
OS 
sph 
Y= >10 
Y=>5 
A=> 10 
V= > 15 
DSR 
DIR 
Test 
Methods 
cyl 
cyl 
I 
Amt Hor 
Amt Hor 
Test 
Methods 
I 
Amt Hor 
axis 
axis 
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Exam Results 
Date of Visit -
DVD 
OD 
OS 
PAT Fusion 
PAT Amount Hor 
NPC 
NPAOD 
NPAOS 
Vert 
pd 
pd 
OD 
OS 
DHD 
OD 
OS 
Base Out Ranges 
Base In Ranges 
Base Out Ranges 
Base In Ranges 
pd 
pd 
DTD 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OD 
OS 
Accommodative Posture 
D Test Methods 
D 
I 
I 
I 
I 
deg 
deg 
pd 
pd 
pd 
pd 
Which Muscles? 
OD 
"/Vert 
"/Vert 
"/Vert 
100 
soD 
Anomalous 
Correspondence 
Suppression 
II Diplopia 
II 
Anomalous 
Correspondence 
Suppression 
II Diplopia 
prism prism dir add 
prism prism dir add 
010 
Dso 
Far 
OD 20/ 
OS 20/ 
ou 20/ 
OS SRD 
IRD 
Habitual VA's 
Far 
OD 20/ 
OS 20/ 
ou 20/ 
Near 
20/ 
20/ 
20/ 
Fixation 
Position Stability 
OD 
OS 
Monofixation 
Syndrome 
BestVA's 
Near 
20/ 
20/ 
20/ 
VA's Cyclopleged 
Far Near 
00 20/ 20/ 
OS 20/ 20/ 
ou 20/ 20/ 
Last Modified 
DIAGNOSIS: This page is a one-sheet summary of the patient's condition. One or more of the three 
boxes can be utilized as necessary. The first box indicates whether or not amblyopia exists and what 
type of amblyopia. H the strabismus is due to a muscle paresis or syndrome, the second box is used to 
specify which muscle is affected or syndrome is present. The syndrome pull-down menu can be edited. 
The third box is used to classify the deviation as near vs. far, eso vs. exo, intermittant vs. constant, 
hyper vs. hypo. Also, Duane/White classification is used to further catagorize esotropias and exotropias. 
In Duane/White classification there are three disctinctions. If the deviation is close to the same at both 
distance and near (less than 5 prism diopters), then the deviation is termed BASIC. If the eso 
deviation is greater at distance than at near, it is termed a DIVERGENCE INSUFFICIENCY. If the eso 
deviation is greater at near than at distance, it is termed a CONVERGENCE EXCESS. With exo deviations, 
a deviation greater at distance than near is a DIVERGENCE EXCESS while a greater deviation at near than 
at far is classified as a CONVERGENCE INSUFFICIENCY. 
1'7'1 
W:::J 
New Delete Quick Find 
All 
Find 
Mode Record Record View 
Muscle Paresis 0 Y 0 N Syndromes 0 Y 0 N 
OD D CN m D CN IV 0 CN VI Classified as I I 
OS 0CN Ill 0CN IV O CN VI 
Normally Deviating Eye 0 OD 
Esotropia 0 Y 0 N 
Intermittent 0 Y 0 N 
Duane/White Classification 
Hypertropia 0 Y 0 N 
Intermittent 0 Y 0 N 
Exotropia 0 Y 0 N 
Intermittent 0 Y 0 N 
Duane/White Classification 
Hypotropia ,0 Y 0 N 
Intermittent 0 Y 0 N 
Name 
Date of Visit -
Amblyopia -
OD 
OS 
Muscle Paresis -
OD 
OS 
Syndrome -
Which one? 
Normally Deviated Eye -
Distance 
Esotropia -
Intermittent? 
Classification 
Exotropia -
Intermittent? 
Classification 
Hypertropia -
Intermittent? 
Hypotropia -
Intermittent? 
DOB SS# Patient ID 
Diagnosis 
Last Modified 
TREATMENT page 1: The Treatment file also consists of three pages. On this first page, any prescription 
data are recorded. Also, under Prescription Utilization you can further specify when the given prescription 
is to be worn and whether future treabnents are planned. Buttons are provided to indicate if occlusion or 
phannacological therapy was prescribed. 
The question at the top left comer 'Was any treatment recieved?' should be answered for every patient visit. 
If the patient was at PSRC for a follow-up visit and/or no treatment was given, mark the N button so that it 
is known that none of the other Treatment pages have been updated. 
When finished, continue on to page 2 by clicking the red bar labeled NEXT => at the bottom right. 
TREATMENT page 2: This second page is to indicate the types of visual training utilized. The vision training 
must be recorded in the appropriate box based on whether the patient is scheduled for strabismic surgery 
or not. Each of the three boxes contains five fields of pull-down menus which list many common areas of visual 
therapy. Select as many as needed. Each menu can be edited, as well. The Duration of Vision Training field is 
designed to be filled in after the patient has completed all of the vision therapy prescribed by PSRC. 
When finished, you can move to the third TREATMENT page by clicking on the red NEXT => or return to the 
previous page by choosing <=LAST. 
TREATMENT page 3: This page needs to be filled out if the patient underwent muscle surgery, a suture 
adjustment and/or a botulinum toxin injection. The data for this page will be found on the surgery 
scheduling form filled out by the ophthalmologist who performed the surgery. Next to the appropriate 
extraQcular muscle is a pull-down menu with values ranging from +8 to ..a. The number corresponds 
to the amount of surgical alteration in millimeters. The plus sign indicates a muscle resection and the 
niinus sign indicates a recession. 
This is the final screen you will be entering data on for the typical patient. From this point you can 
review the patient information by clicking on the grey tabs at the top. Also, you can begin data entry for 
an.other patient by clicking on the round button at the top labeled MAIN MENU. Clicking on the FIND MODE 
bUtton at the top is another way in which you can move from one patient record to another. In FIND mode 
you can enter in all or part of the patient's name in the blue area at the bottom of the screen then hit return 
and the database will search all records and present the matching record or set of records. From there 
you can use the rolodex at the top left corner to flip through the found set and make your choice. 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Prescription Utilization 
RxWorn: I I With VT (no surgery) 0 Y 0 N 
Only as Rx OY ON With Pre-Surgical VT 0 Y 0 N 
Underminused 0 Y 0 N With Post-Surgical VT 0 Y 0 N 
Overminused 0 Y 0 N Before Surgery 0 Y 0 N 
After Surgery 0 Y 0 N 
Prescription Utilization 
RxWom: I I With VT (no surgery) 0 Y 0 N 
Only as Rx OY ON With Pre-Surgical VT 0 Y 0 N 
Underminused 0 Y 0 N With Post-Surgical VT 0 Y 0 N 
Ovenninused 0 Y 0 N Before Surgery 0 Y 0 N 
After Surgery 0 Y 0 N 
Find 
All 
Find 
Mode 
Was any treatment received? 
OY ON 
Was there an Rx given? 
OY ON 
Occlusion 00 0 Y 0 N 
OS OY ON 
Miotics 0 Y 0 N 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Vision Training Only (no surgery) 0 Y 0 N 
Find 
All 
D 
Find 
Mode 
of Vision Training Utilized! I Duration of Vision Training 
I I wks 
I I 
[_ I 
Pre-surgical Vision Training 0 Y 0 N 
of Vision Training Utilized I I Duration of Vision Training 
I l wks 
L I 
Post-surgical Vision Training 0 Y 0 N 
pes of Vision Training Utilized I I Duration of Vision Training 
I I 1 ! wks 
I I 
I I 
Muscle surgery performed 0 Y 0 N 
Type & Amount of Surgery (in mm) 
Resect=(+) value 
Recess=(-) value 
Muscle transposition 0 Y 0 N 
Adjustable Sutures 0 Y 0 N 
Botox OY ON 
New Delete Quick 
Record Record View 
Find 
All 
Find 
Mode 
TYPE/AMOUNT OF SURGERY 
OsR'" 0 0 ..-.100 O to"" 
0 LR ')('" MRO 0 MR 
O tR' ' soD O s o ' 
OS 
..-.sRO 
:)(" LRO 
'tRO 
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AMOUNT ADJUSTED 
O sR 00 toO 0 10, OS / sR0 
QLR MR O 0 MR 
OtR soD O so' 'tRO 
······ · · · · · · ··· · ··· · ·· ········ ·· ·· · · · · ··············· ········ 
WHICH MUSCLE(S)? 
OSR 00 ton · 
OLR '>.L MRO. 
0 '10 OS SRO " 
OMR ~/ LRO 
IJame DOB SS# Patient ID 
Treatment 
Date of Visit -
Any Treatment Performed? 
Was an Rx given? 
OD 
OS 
Rx#1 
sph 
Rx #1 Utilization 
Only Rx 
Before Surgery 
After Surgery 
Underminused 
cyl 
Usage 
axis prism amt 
prism 
dir add 
With VT (no surgery) 
With Pre-Surgical VT 
With Post-Surgical VT 
Overminused 
rr - No Surgery 
For how long? 
VT Performed 
VT - Before Surgery 
For how long? 
VT Performed 
Muscle surgery osR 
OD 
Type & Amount of Surgery (mm) 
Resect = ( + ) value 
DLR Recess = ( -) value 
Muscle Transposition 
OIR 
Sutures o sR 
OD 
Amount Adjusted 
0LR 
OIR 
OSR 
OD 
Bot ox 
OLR 
OIR 
Occlusion OD 
OS 
Rx#2 
Miotics 
Usage 
sph cyl axis prism amt 
prism 
dir add 
OD 
OS 
Rx #2 Utilization 
Only Rx 
Before Surgery 
After Surgery 
Underminused 
With VT (no surgery) 
With Pre-Surgical VT 
With Post-Surgical VT 
Overminused 
VT - After Surgery 
For how long? 
VT Performed 
TyQe/Amount of Surgery 
100 010 
OS 
MRD DMR 
soo oso 
Amount Each Muscle Adjusted 
100 010 
OS 
MRD DMR 
soo oso 
Which Muscles? 
OS 
100 010 
MRO 0MR 
SOD oso 
Last Modified 
SRD 
LRD 
IRD 
SRD 
LRD 
IRD 
SRO 
LRO 
IRO 
Instructions for PSRC Strabismus Database 
--Please note that this instruction sheet is not designed to help you with the general operation of 
Filemaker. Refer to the program help files, tutorial or reference books for those issues. 
Getting started and New Patients 
--To begin working with the database, first start Filemaker. Then, choose 'Open an existing file' and 
ENTER. Click on the Patient Information icon. You will then be prompted for a password, enter it. You 
will be put at the MAIN MENU. Opening Patient Information opens all of the individual portions of the 
database and is how you should always start the program. 
--At this point. click on 'New Patient' or 'Existing Patienf. If you are unsure whether a patient record 
exists, select 'Existing Patient'. Whenever you select this you are automatically put into FIND mode on 
the VISIT HISTORY page. The cursor is in the NAME box at the bottom of the page. Enter the patient's 
last name. If the patient is in the database, the name will appear. If there exists more than one patient 
with the same last name or your FIND resulted in a range of matching records, the number of records will 
show after 'Found:' in the upper left corner. You can scroll through these 'records by clicking the bottom 
part of the index card file. 
--If the patient does exist, you must now follow the directions in the red highlighted area to continue. If no 
records exist which match your find, a box appears saying so and allows you to either MODIFY YOUR 
FIND or CANCEL. If you CANCEL then you must go back to the MAIN MENU by selecting the MAIN 
MENU button at the top of the page. 
--To enter a new patient into the database, click 'New Patient'. A blank Patient Information record is 
created and you can enter in the data. Always start here for a new patient. There are fields here which 
require data and a warning box will appear if left blank. You cannot override this. If you ever end up here 
in error click on the red button 'CANCEL NEW' at the top of the page. This will delete that blank file only 
and put you back at the MAIN MENU. BE CAREFUL not to select the 'DELETE RECORD' button at the 
top. Doing so in either the PATIENT INFORMATION or VISIT HISTORY windows will delete the ALL of 
the records associated with that patient! You are now ready to begin entering data for a new patient. 
General Data entry 
--When entering patient data you can move to the next field using the TAB key. This is generally much 
easier than clicking on successive fields. If you are skipping through fields you can either press the TAB 
key repeatedly until you get to the desired field or just click on that field with the mouse. 
-Most of the fields are text-based but there are also fields that contain pull-down menus from which you 
must choose data from a list and radio-button fields where you must select an answer. In a radio-button 
field you can navigate between choices using the arrow keys on your keyboard. Then ENTER to highlight 
your choice. With a pull-down menu you must use the mouse to select the appropriate choice. 
--The EXAM RESULTS and TREATMENT files contain more than one page of data. To continue on to 
the next data page or revert back to a previous page click on the red button in the lower right corner. 
--There is a SPECIFIC sequence to follow when first entering a new patient into the database. It is as 
follows: 
Patient Information 
Visit History (create a new visit record) 
Personal History 
Family History 
Case History 
Exam Results 
Diagnosis 
Treatment 
***Any deviations may result in a 'floating' or 'blank' record ... AVIOD*** 
--When entering new data into an existing patient's file the first step MUST be to 'Create a New Visit 
Record' (red button). You will then be asked if you want today's date automatically entered into the field . 
If the patient was seen that day click 'yes', if not click 'no'. Either way you will be sent to a different 
screen. Type in the month-day-year and click on CONTINUE on the left side of the screen. DO NOT 
press CANCEL. If you somehow end up pressing cancel on accident, click on the 'CANCEL NEW' button 
at the top of the page and try again. 
-When you proceed to creating CASE HISTORY, EXAM RESULTS, DIAGNOSIS and TREATMENT files 
for a particular date of visit or you want to edit or view past files, go to the VISIT HISTORY page. Click on 
the date you want to highlight it and then click on the gray tab of the file you wish to add. If you get a 
dialog box that reads 'No Case History records exist for this date, would you like to create one 
now?' click YES. Occasionally this dialog box may be proceeded by a dialog box that reads 'No records 
match this request'. In this case do not click CANCEL, click CONTINUE. 
-The VISIT HISTORY file is the hub of the database. If you get lost or you can't get into the file you 
want, go to VISIT HISTORY. Be very careful with the 'DELETE RECORD' button here. Pressing that 
button here will delete ALL records associated with the highlighted date of visit! 
NOTE: Even more dangerous is pressing the 'DELETE RECORD' button while in the PATIENT 
INFORMATION file. If you do this, ALL records associated with that particular patient will be deleted 
forever and ever amen. DO NOT DO THISII 
--If you wish to delete a specific file (say Exam Results for a specific date), from the VISIT HISTORY 
screen click on the date you wish to view then click on the gray EXAM RESULTS tab to go to that screen. 
Press the 'DELETE RECORD' button at the top of the page to delete only that file. 
--Never use the WINDOW pull-down menu at the top of the program to navigate between files and 
screens. Instead, click on the gray tabs. 
Ending your session and closing the program 
--Filemaker automatically saves data and changes as you work. When you close a file or quit the 
program you will not see a dialog box asking whether you want to save your changes because the 
program has already saved them. 
--The easiest way to close the program is to switch to the PATIENT INFORMATION file and choose EXIT 
from the file pull-down menu at the top of the program. This closes all of the files at once. 
Modes 
--Most of the time you will be in BROWSE mode. In this mode you are able to view records, edit records 
and enter data. The only other mode you can switch to is FIND. 
--In FIND mode you can perform searches on all of the records within the database. When you click on 
'Existing Patient' from the main menu, you are automatically put in FIND mode but then switched back 
into BROWSE mode after the record is found. You can enter FIND mode at any time by pressing the 
'Find Mode' button at the top of the page. 
--You can enter into FIND mode in any file depending on the criteria you want Filemaker to perform the 
search and sort. For example, if you want to view all patient records with a Portland address, you would 
switch to the PATIENT INFORMATION screen and click on the 'Find Mode' button. A blank patient 
information record will appear. Click into the ADDRESS field and type in Portland. When you press 
ENTER the program locates all of the matching records within the database. In the upper left side it will 
display how many records were 'Found:'. You can scroll through these records by clicking on the lower 
part of the rolodex icon. 
--If you wanted to perform a find based on a symptom, you would switch to VISIT HISTORY then click on 
the gray CASE HISTORY tab to move to the CASE HISTORY file. Then switch into FIND mode by 
pressing the 'Find Mode' button and select the symptom you want to sort by. 
--When specifying sort criteria you can be as specific or non-specific as you wish. You can also set single 
or multiple criteria. For example, you can find all the patients whose last name begins with 'S', simply 
type 'S' into the LAST NAME field and click ENTER. If you want everyone who also has a first name 
beginning with 'T' just fill in both fields on the screen. There are also qualifiers listed if you click on the 
SYMBOLS arrow on the left side in FIND mode. These allow you to further define your search or produce 
a range of matches. 
--The 'Find All' button makes all of the records visible. Use this button when you want to work with all of 
the records in the database rather than just the current found set. 
Miscellaneous Issues 
--A PATIENT ID #is assigned to each patient and is uniquely based on the first three letters of the 
patient's last name, the first two letters of their first name, middle initial, year of birth and month of birth. 
This code links all files and visit history dates for one patient together. 
--Because of differences in screen sizes, you may have to reduce the screen size to 75% in order to view 
the whole screen at once. To do this you click on the button at the bottom left corner that looks like a 
small mountain. When reduced, some of the print is difficult to read. Until you get familiar enough with 
the database to know what everything says you can examine the print by clicking on the larger looking 
mountain button to enlarge the screen to 1 00% .. 
Thanks- Mary McMains 
Tricia Hazell 
